Pregnancy after bariatric surgery: improving outcomes for mother and child
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Abstract: The significant increase in the prevalence of obesity has led to an increase in the number of obese women who become pregnant. In this setting, in recent years, there has been an exponential rise in the number of bariatric procedures, with approximately half of them performed in women of childbearing age, and a remarkable surge in the number of women who become pregnant after having undergone bariatric surgery (BS). These procedures entail the risk of nutritional deficiencies, and nutrition is a crucial aspect during pregnancy. Therefore, knowledge and awareness of the consequences of these techniques on maternal and fetal outcomes is essential. Current evidence suggests a better overall obstetric outcome after BS, in comparison to morbid obese women managed conservatively, with a reduction in the prevalence of gestational diabetes mellitus, pregnancy-associated hypertensive disorders, macrosomia, and congenital defects. However, the risk of potential maternal nutritional deficiencies and newborns small for gestational age cannot be overlooked. Results concerning the incidence of preterm delivery and the number of C-sections are less consistent. In this paper, we review the updated evidence regarding the impact of BS on pregnancy.
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Introduction

In recent years, there has been a significant increase in the number of obese women who become pregnant; in fact, obesity has currently become one of the most important gestational risk factors. Gestational obesity is considered when body mass index (BMI) is ≥30 kg/m² at the first obstetric evaluation. Obesity should be considered a chronic disease, especially in the context of morbid obesity, and so therapeutic approaches should be directed to women of childbearing age before they become pregnant, during pregnancy, and in the postpartum period. So, women should schedule their pregnancies, and try to achieve an optimal body weight before conceiving, to avoid potential obstetric complications arising from obesity, including gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM), hypertension, complications in delivery, increased rates of C-sections, macrosomia, and congenital defects, among others.¹

Management of obesity is complex and involves multiple variables, with sometimes limited efficacy of the conservative approach. In this setting, bariatric surgery (BS) emerged as a promising approach for those cases where previous treatments failed; specifically, it implies a net negative energy balance, enabling subsequent effective and lasting weight loss. Bariatric procedures can be classified into two groups depending on whether the main mechanism involved in weight loss is restriction or malabsorption. Pure restrictive techniques include the adjustable gastric band (AGB) and laparoscopic vertical sleeve gastrectomy. Malabsorptive weight loss procedures
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are mainly biliopancreatic diversion (BPD). Recently, endoscopic specialists and surgeons have developed new intraluminal/endoscopic techniques in the treatment of obesity, with less clinical risks and economic costs, while maintaining the benefits in terms of morbidity and mortality. Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) is still considered the gold standard, since it combines both restrictive and malabsorptive effects, allowing for optimum efficacy of combined weight loss, without severe nutrient and vitamin deficiencies, which can develop after pure malabsorptive techniques. With the increase in the number of bariatric procedures performed over the last decade, about half of them in women of childbearing age, a remarkable increase in the number of women who get pregnant after undergoing BS has also occurred.

Weight loss has been proven to reduce adverse maternal and perinatal outcomes, and so it could also be hypothesized that BS could achieve the same positive results. However, these procedures entail the risk of nutritional deficiencies, and nutrition is a crucial aspect during pregnancy. In this regard, it is important to be aware of the possible consequences of BS on maternal and fetal outcomes. Furthermore, many women conceive while they are still overweight, so the potential adverse effects of the still existing obesity should be also considered.

The quality assessment of studies evaluating the effect of BS on fertility, pregnancy, and maternal and perinatal outcomes is essential for proper understanding. However, these studies are scarce, and most of them are nonrandomized and based almost exclusively on the analysis of RYGB and AGB. In addition, the selection of study groups, comparability, and the determination of exposure for case–control or interest outcome for the cohort studies remain key issues to properly evaluating the results of each publication and drawing valid conclusions. Thus, most of the results should be interpreted with caution. Finally, there are currently no clinical practice guidelines specifically addressing this issue, so questions regarding the effectiveness, risks, and maternal and perinatal outcomes of BS in pregnant women remain unanswered – so, conclusions should be taken with caution.

**Time lapse between BS and pregnancy**

General recommendations advocate for a prudent waiting period of at least two years after BS to become pregnant. This interval was chosen since the usual duration of the initial period in which a significant and rapid weight loss occurs, and the potential risk of developing nutritional deficiencies is increased, is approximately 12–24 months. However, no high-quality evidence supported this recommendation. In recent years, several studies have reported that maternal and perinatal outcomes of pregnancies occurring earlier than 12–18 months after BS were not inferior. But in general, in most publications, mean interval between surgery and pregnancy was greater than 18 months, ranging from 21 to 57.4 months. In this setting, most clinicians will recommend a minimum waiting period of 1 year after BS before attempting pregnancy, to allow stabilization of body weight and to allow correct identification and treatment of any possible nutritional deficiencies that may not be evident during the first months. However, recommendations should be individualized according to specific anthropometric, clinical, and analytical parameters, as well as the patient’s reproductive will.

**Maternal nutritional issues**

Despite undergoing BS, most women conceive while still being obese. In fact, pregestational BMI was reported to be between 30.3 and 32.4 kg/m² in several recent studies, an issue which could negatively influence obstetric outcomes in comparison to the normal control population. However, results are greatly variable between studies, probably due to the heterogeneity of control groups and the small number of patients reported. In this regard, some studies found no differences in maternal and fetal outcomes, others found better results, and still others identified a poorer outcome regarding rates of GDM, C-sections, and newborn’s weight.

Nutritional status and potential adverse effects derived from nutritional deficiencies are two of the most crucial aspects during pregnancy. This is especially relevant in the setting of previous BS. In fact, because nutritional requirements increase during pregnancy, special attention should be paid to proteins, iron, calcium, and folic acid. Even though routine practice after BS includes prescription of long-term vitamin and micronutrient supplements, rates of compliance in pregnant women may be variable, and they usually range between 84.3% and 93.7%, according to different publications.

Very few studies report on the rate of nutrient deficiencies observed during pregnancy in women who underwent BS. In those who do, for instance, rates of anemia were reported as being low, from 0% to 24.4%. However, no mention of oral supplements was made. In fact, if we consider the reported serum iron and ferritin levels, and if no specific prophylactic oral supplements were taken by women of childbearing age, a significant increase in anemia would be described. Furthermore, some studies have reported the need for intravenous iron supplements, or even blood transfusion, although these cases
were exceptional, since, in most situations, anemia was mild or moderate, and oral supplements were enough to restore body iron deposits and hemoglobin levels.\textsuperscript{7,21,22} In this context, the current American Guidelines for the management of patients after BS recommend systematic oral administration of iron supplements to all women of childbearing age.\textsuperscript{23}

Regarding vitamin B12 and folic acid, a small study of 39 pregnant women who had undergone BS found a rate of deficiency of 53.4\% and 16.1\%, respectively.\textsuperscript{24} Even though systematic supplementation of vitamin B12 is also advocated after most bariatric procedures, the authors of this study acknowledged that they only prescribed it if deficiency was evidenced in analytical workup. In another prospective study of pregnant women who had undergone BS, the evaluation of nutritional deficiencies before and during gestation showed that vitamin B12 was the most prevalent deficiency (45\%), even greater than that of iron (35\%).\textsuperscript{20}

In a recent publication by our group, iron deficiency was the most prevalent one observed (60.7\% of patients), and it required specific additional supplementation. This was followed by vitamin 25-OH-D3 deficiency in 40.5\% of patients, B12 deficiency in 22.6\%, vitamin A in 7.7\%, calcium in 6.6\%, vitamin E in 6\% and folic acid in 5.4\%.\textsuperscript{5} In another recent prospective study that followed 49 women who got pregnant after BS, progressively decreasing levels of vitamins A, D, B12, and iron were observed over the course of pregnancy, despite correct compliance with oral supplements, before and during gestation. However, no increase in the rate of obstetric complications was reported.\textsuperscript{24}

A major concern among clinicians is the potential development of teratogenesis due to fat-soluble vitamin overdose. In this regard, there have been reports of kidney abnormalities in the offspring of women who took between 40,000 and 50,000 U/d of vitamin A during pregnancy. However, daily ingestion of multivitamin tablets that include around 6,000–8,000 U/d of vitamin A do not seem to increase the rate of malformations related to isotretinoin (13-cis retinoic) exposure, and this result is from several long-term case-control studies.\textsuperscript{25,26} For vitamin D, exposure to high doses increased the rate of fetal cardiac malformations, especially aortic stenosis, which has been associated with an intake of 4,000 IU/d. A strict monitoring and biochemical follow-up of pregnant women taking high doses of vitamins A and D significantly minimizes the risk for developing adverse events. On the other hand, insufficient fetal levels of fat-soluble vitamins, although infrequent, should also be avoided, mainly by adequate control of maternal levels of the same. Table 1 summarizes our current recommendations for vitamin and micronutrient supplements in pregnancy after BS and also in the general pregnant population.

The risk of maternal undernutrition or malnutrition after BS should not be overlooked, especially since it involves an increased risk of fetal malnutrition. Specifically, the functional and anatomical gastrointestinal modifications following BS, along with the increased frequency of nausea and vomiting during the first trimester of pregnancy, carry the risk of not being able to fulfill nutritional and caloric daily requirements to ensure an optimal fetal development. In fact, in certain situations, artificial nutritional supplements may be necessary. In this regard, in a study published over 20 years ago, total parenteral nutrition was required in as many as 21\% of pregnancies.\textsuperscript{27} However, nowadays, this is usually

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{lll}
\hline
Micronutrient & \multicolumn{2}{c}{Recommended daily intake for pregnant women in general} \\
& & \multicolumn{1}{c}{Recommended daily intake for pregnant women with previous BS} \\
\hline
Folic acid & 0.4 mg, starting 1 month before conception, & The same as for pregnant women in general. \\
& continued during the first trimester. & In obese pregnant women: 5 mg, 200 µg \\
Iodine & 200 µg & Routine supplementation after BS is recommended to achieve correct hemoglobin and ferritin levels. \\
(in iodine-insufficient areas) & 27–30 mg & Supervised regular supplements to keep levels within the normal range. \\
Iron & 2.6 mg & Routine supplements after BS, ie, 1,200–1,500 mg. \\
Vitamin B12 & 1,000–1,300 mg & Routine supplements to maintain 25(OH)-vitamin D levels above 20–30 ng/dL. \\
Calcium & 200–400 UI & The same as in pregnant women in general. \\
Vitamin D & 770 µg & Supplements should be used routinely after all BPD procedures and in some cases after RYGB. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Recommended daily micronutrient intakes for pregnant women, in general, and in those with previous BS}
\end{table}

Abbreviations: BS, bariatric surgery; BPD, biliopancreatic diversion; RYGB, Roux-en-Y gastric bypass.
not necessary, and enteral approach is preferred. For instance, there were 7.7% of patients requiring oral protein supplements. Hypoalbuminemia has also been reported during pregnancy, apparently with no clinical consequences.

Standardized management of nutritional deficiencies in the case of a pregnancy occurring after BS is documented, so guidelines for screening and treatment are usually the same as in the conventional BS adjustment, but with special attention to the specific needs during normal pregnancy. In this regard, a complete blood test, including blood count, ferritin, B12, and fat-soluble vitamins, should be performed at least once in each trimester, especially if the procedure included malabsorptive weight loss techniques.

Complications during pregnancy

The prevalence of GDM varies depending on the population studied and the criteria used for its definition. In any case, a clear increase (10%–100%) has been observed worldwide over the last 20 years. The linear relationship between obesity and diabetes entails an increase in the incidence of GDM of up to three-fold with increasing BMI. Accordingly, numerous studies have reported a reduction in the rate of GDM following the evident weight loss occurring after BS (0%–8.9% in pregnancies after BS versus 1.6%–20.8% in the control group). However, there were no statistically significant differences in the prevalence of GDM when women with similar BMI were compared.

It is worth noting that not all publications explicitly describe how they screened for the presence of GDM. In fact, this is still a matter of debate, since the anatomical alterations secondary to BS themselves may lead to a poor tolerance of oral glucose overloads, absorption modifications, and changes in the preestablished timings for evaluating the response, making the traditional screening methods less reliable in this particular population.

Gestational hypertension is the most frequent cause of pregnancy-associated hypertensive disorders (PAHD), which affect around 6%–17% of nulliparous women and 2%–4% of multiparous women. Obesity is a well-known associated risk factor for developing this complication, entailing a two to three-fold increased risk for hypertension and preeclampsia in women with a BMI >30 kg/m². The incidence of pregnancy-associated hypertension and preeclampsia increases proportionately with maternal BMI, ranging from 1.4% to 2.4% in women with normal body weight, and reaching to 3.5%–14.5% in women with morbid obesity. For women who underwent BS, studies regarding the prevalence of PAHD are less consistent. Although the odds ratio for PAHD is two to three times lower in women who underwent surgery compared with women who have not undergone surgery, the incidence of PAHD ranged widely between 0% in our own Spanish multicentric cohort to 35% in other studies. In the series reported by Bennett et al., there was a significantly lower incidence of hypertension in women who had undergone BS (2.5% of cases), compared with that reported in obese women who were managed conservatively (13% of patients). The same occurred for the prevalence of preeclampsia: 3% in women who underwent BS versus 15% in the control group. In another study, the incidence of PAHD was 16.5% in the study group, compared with 31.9% in the control group, which was composed of the same women but with evaluations from a previous pregnancy, ie, before undergoing BS. However, in the cohort study by Kjaer et al., no differences were found in the rate of preeclampsia among women who had undergone BS and those who had not. Likewise, in the small study by Patel et al., which evaluated 26 pregnant women after undergoing laparoscopic RYGB surgery, there were no differences in rates of PAHD compared with controls; in addition, PAHD was similar in pregnancies that occurred “early” (<12 months) versus “later” (>18 months) after BS. Some studies even reported a higher prevalence of hypertension in operated women, but in these cases there were up to three times more cases of BMI >30 kg/m² than in the control group. Taking all this data into account, in a recent meta-analysis, the authors concluded that the risk of preeclampsia seems to reduce by about approximately half in women who underwent BS.

Finally, various gastrointestinal complications may develop during pregnancy because of the bariatric procedure itself, and although these complications are not frequent, they may be severe and entail a high morbidity. The associated risk factors are not fully elucidated, and diagnosis may be frequently delayed because symptoms are commonly masked due to the usual malaises that occur during normal pregnancy (mainly abdominal pain, nausea, and vomiting). In a systematic review, 20 cases required urgent abdominal surgery during pregnancy, most of them due to internal hernia after laparoscopic RYGB, and five neonatal and three maternal deaths were reported. In another more recent study, however, 23 pregnant women underwent urgent surgery due to internal hernias, but survival rates reached 100% for mother and fetuses, and there were no severe complications.

Fetal loss and perinatal deaths

Spontaneous abortion may occur in around 10%–20% of general pregnancies, and controversy exists regarding the
potential influence of obesity on this rate. In general, obesity is usually considered as a risk factor for abortion; in this regard, the risk increases proportionately to BMI\(^2\) and decreases following an optimal conservative or surgical weight loss.\(^2\),\(^4\),\(^5\) However, most of the evidence comes only from retrospective studies, so conclusions should be carefully derived.

Maternal obesity is also associated with an increase in perinatal mortality; in fact, once again, this increase parallels maternal BMI values. In this regard, in three large studies performed in developed countries, there was a 1.4–2.6 increased risk of perinatal loss in obese women in comparison to controls.\(^1\),\(^4\) In the case of pregnant women with previous history of BS, increased intrauterine and neonatal mortality was paradoxically found, in comparison to control morbidly obese women (1.7% versus 0.7%, odds ratio: 2.39; 95% confidence interval: 0.98–5.85, \(P=0.06\)). However, subsequent subanalysis for each individual outcome did not confirm these differences, and the absolute number of adverse events was low.\(^1\) Similarly, larger cohort studies reported no differences in perinatal or neonatal mortality between women with previous BS and the control group.\(^6\),\(^7\) In addition, in a study with no control group, Sheiner et al\(^8\) reported that the incidence of perinatal mortality in operated pregnant women was 0.89%, regardless of the time that had elapsed between BS and pregnancy (less than or more than 12 months).

Concerning the rate of spontaneous abortions, there are a few studies that specifically address this issue, but the rate seems to be somewhat higher than in general population, ranging between 23% and 38.9%.\(^9\),\(^10\),\(^11\) In our own multicentric cohort, however, intrauterine fetal death occurred in 3.57% of cases, and the overall rate of fetal loss was 17.9%.\(^9\)

**Peripartum issues**

Several observational studies have reported an increased rate of intrapartum complications in women with prior BS. Specifically, prolonged delivery, failure in the induction period, and failure in the efficacy of epidural anesthesia have all been described.\(^1\),\(^4\),\(^5\)–\(^10\) For the effect on preterm delivery, results from different studies have been rather controversial. In this regard, in a recent meta-analysis, the rate of spontaneous preterm delivery was similar between obese women and controls; however, induced preterm delivery was in fact more frequent in the former, probably due to the associated comorbidities involved in these cases, such as GDM and PAHD.\(^1\)

Reports of the follow-up of pregnant women with prior BS describe variable incidences of preterm delivery, but all below 10% (range 1.9%–9.7%). Furthermore, most series show no differences regarding this adverse outcome between women who underwent BS and those who did not,\(^1\) although, in some cases, an overall lower mean gestational age was documented in operated women.\(^1\),\(^2\) Several other studies without a control group found no differences in the rate of preterm delivery regarding the type of bariatric procedure, or the time lapse between surgery and conception.\(^4\),\(^5\),\(^9\),\(^10\) The study by Roos et al\(^1\) however, did find a greater incidence of preterm delivery in women who had undergone BS in comparison to the control group: 9.7% versus 6.7%; interestingly, women with lower BMI (below 30 kg/m\(^2\)) were the ones with a greater incidence of this outcome.

As previously outlined, obesity is a major risk factor for the need for C-sections, with this risk increasing for higher BMI values. For women with prior BS, however, rates for C-sections have been variable across the literature. For instance, in several recent studies, there were no statistically significant differences in rates of C-sections between operated women and BMI-matched controls, or between the operated group and conservatively managed obese women. Rates for C-sections in these operated women ranged between 18.3% and 60%, while the rate in the control group was between 14.4% and 28.7%.\(^4\),\(^6\),\(^7\) There have been some further studies reporting that BS was a clear risk factor for C-section, even after adjusting for other potential confounding factors.\(^2\) A French study including 24 pregnancies following RYGB surgery (exposed group) were compared with two different control groups: a normal BMI group and a group of 120 pregnancies matched by age, parity, and pregnancy BMI. The study showed increased numbers of reduced birth weight and C-section in the exposed group.\(^1\) There has also been several attempts to try to elucidate if this is due to a potential underlying cause involving the specific bariatric technique performed, or the period of time between BS and pregnancy, but no definite conclusion has been reached yet.\(^4\),\(^9\),\(^10\) In our own population, C-sections were performed in 19.4% of cases, but we did not observe any association with the type of bariatric technique performed.\(^3\) Finally, obstetric outcomes were compared in another retrospective case–control study with 427 obese women, 13 of whom underwent AGB and 414 who did not. This study has shown a lower incidence of adverse obstetric outcomes in those in whom AGB was performed compared with those who did not undergo AGB, including a lower rate of C-section in the operated group.\(^1\) Similarly, Patel et al,\(^7\) in a population-based study comparing 259 pregnancies after BS with a normal pregnant population group, have found that previous BS was not associated with adverse perinatal outcomes.\(^1\)
However, in this study, only 10.7% of the operated women remained obese before pregnancy.\textsuperscript{14}

Despite these controversial results, there is no presumable physiopathologic reason to hypothesize that C-sections could be more frequent after BS, and understanding this increased rate is somewhat difficult. Several underlying reasons have been suggested to explain this increased rate of C-sections, including a history of a prior C-section, which is the most relevant issue, but also other variables such as maternal obesity, maternal choice, clinicians’ preconceptions regarding obstetric risk in obese women, and fetal positioning, among others. In fact, very few studies describe the specific reason for performing C-sections in their results. Therefore, a thorough and complete objective evaluation should be carried out in these patients, balancing the risks and benefits for implementing this type of delivery, so as to be able to rationally recommend the best delivery approach for women with a prior history of BS.

**Fetal outcomes**

Maternal obesity has long been associated with an increased rate of large-for-gestational-age (LGA) newborns, while being a protective factor for small-for-gestational-age (SGA) infants, even after adjusting for other maternal comorbidities.\textsuperscript{15,31,53} In addition, weight gain during pregnancy was found to positively correlate with the newborn’s body weight.\textsuperscript{54} This influence of maternal weight on neonatal weight is important at birth time, but also, and probably most importantly, there is a great amount of scientific evidence supporting that it significantly influences intrauterine fetal development, portending an increased risk of overweight and obesity during adolescence and adulthood.\textsuperscript{55–57}

However, women with prior BS have been observed to have a lower rate of LGA newborns compared with nonoperated control obese women (ranging between 1.2% and 7.3% of cases).\textsuperscript{5,11,12,27,47,52} In fact, in recent years, many studies have reported that women who get pregnant after BS tend to deliver newborns with an overall lower body weight, and a higher rate of SGA infants (5.2%–27.8%), in comparison to nonoperated women.\textsuperscript{5,11,12,27,47,52} In a retrospective study by Kjaer et al,\textsuperscript{4} 339 women with a singleton delivery after BS were matched by pregnancy BMI, maternal age, parity, and date of delivery with 1,277 non-operated women. They found that babies born after maternal BS had lower birth weight, lower gestational age, 3.3-times lower risk of LGA, and 2.3-times higher risk of SGA than infants born to matched women without BS. In addition, a recent retrospective, matched-control cohort study has compared birth weights of babies born to women with pregnancies before and after RYGB surgery.\textsuperscript{54} Interestingly, the authors communicated that women who had undergone RYGB had a significantly lower risk for having an LGA newborn, but also a significantly increased risk for delivering an SGA neonate, than nonoperated women closely matched by age and BMI before pregnancy.\textsuperscript{54}

The variability and heterogeneity of the incidence reported may be due to differences in the definition of SGA, and the type of bariatric procedure performed, among other reasons. However, a full explanation for this higher rate of SGA infants after BS is still unknown. A possible mechanism could be that women with prior BS may present a higher risk for nutrient deficiency, and thus, favor fetal deficiencies. However, the negative influence of this issue in the long-term follow-up still deserves further investigation.\textsuperscript{5,11,12,27,47,52} However, the number of malabsorptive techniques performed has significantly reduced over the last couple of years, allowing other surgical approaches, with less adverse effects, to gain popularity; thus, a reduction in the incidence of SGA infants may be expected.

There are also some publications reporting the outcomes of the offspring of women who had previously undergone BS. For instance, Smith et al\textsuperscript{58} performed an interesting study in which they hypothesized that maternal weight loss due to BS could indeed affect the intrauterine environment and, consequently, affect the potential risk of children developing obesity during life. They observed that offspring born after maternal RYGB surgery exhibited increased insulin sensitivity and improved lipid profiles compared with offspring born before maternal surgery, including a lower risk for obesity, even though neonatal body weight was lower and many women were still obese when they conceived.\textsuperscript{59} This finding suggests that intrauterine environment may be even more relevant for pregnancies in women with previous BS, because of its influence on epigenetics and subsequent development of obesity and other cardiovascular risk factors.\textsuperscript{59} In fact, Kral et al\textsuperscript{59} evaluated the rates of overweight and obesity in children born to mothers with previous BS and found that they were lower. In another study, the authors investigated the body weight of siblings born of the same mother before and after BPD for obesity. At 1 and 6 years, the body weight was described as similar in both groups. However, at 12 years of age, a higher percentage of those born before BPD were considered overweight. The main strength of this study is that the influences of the genetic pattern and environmental and educational factors were minimized.\textsuperscript{50} In the same way, another study performed with 15 mothers
with siblings born before and after BPD with duodenal switch has shown that the hostile dysmetabolic intrauterine environment modulates genotype and gene expression levels in the offspring, promoting the development of obesity and subsequent cardiometabolic risk factors in the offspring born from obese women.61

Moreover, in another large and more recent study in which BMI was considered only until the age of 10 years in the children of women with prior BS, there were no differences or any specific association with pregestational maternal BMI. The authors acknowledged that they could not establish definite conclusions regarding the effect of BS in the offspring’s long-term body weight.62 Likewise, in a Swedish cohort of women with at least one child born before and after BS, no differences in BMI score were observed between siblings when they arrive at preschool age.63 Therefore, further long-term studies are needed to better understand this issue.

Finally, there are several reports of an increased incidence of congenital anomalies in children born after maternal BS. In this regard, the main alteration concerns neural tube defects, but cardiac abnormalities may also occur, particularly septal defects, as well as cleft lip and cleft palate, anorectal atresia, hydrocephalus, and limb shortening.64 This increased incidence of adverse congenital outcomes conveys an added difficulty to a correct identification of up to 15% of normal structures during the ultrasound at week 20. In fact, the greater the maternal BMI is, the less visible the fetal structures may be, entailing a potential risk of an increased rate of unidentified congenital malformations and defects.55,66

In studies comparing the outcomes of operated pregnant women with those of a control group, in general, there were no differences in the prevalence of congenital malformations, although rates in both groups were diverse, ranging from 0 to 5.1%.7,8,12 Conversely, in other studies without a control group, the prevalence was also variable, but low (0%-2.2%).4,5,27,67 In addition, there have been several publications of isolated case reports or even case series, in which specific neonatal diseases were reported in association with maternal nutrient deficiencies. Even though these cases are rare, they may be frequent in the setting of malabsorptive procedures, or poor compliance with medical follow-up and nutritional supplements. In this regard, the most frequently described maternal micronutrient deficiency is that of folic acid, which entails a high risk of fetal neural tube defects.68 Moreover, there have been case reports of maternal and fetal hypercoagulability due to vitamin K deficiency following BPD, ophthalmic and renal malformations due to severe maternal and fetal vitamin A deficiency, and megaloblastic anemia due to vitamin B12 deficiency.69–71

Conclusion

Pregnancy after BS is safe, both for the mother and for the fetus. However, an optimal and prudent waiting period between BS and pregnancy should be individually advised, at least until body weight stabilizes and potential nutritional deficiencies are overcome with targeted treatment. No significant differences in maternal and fetal outcomes have been found between pregnancies occurring before or after 12 months of BS. However, the number of cases reported in each study is too small to be able to draw definite conclusions. Nutritional deficiencies that may be present before BS usually exacerbate during pregnancy, so it is highly recommended that strict medical monitoring and correct micronutrient and supplement compliance are observed. Available scientific evidence suggests that the risk of GDM and PAHDS significantly decreases in women who previously underwent BS, in comparison to morbidly obese patients who were managed conservatively, and the risk may even be like that of women with a similar BMI in whom surgery was not performed. There is still insufficient evidence to suggest that BS reduces the risk of C-sections. On the other hand, there is enough data advising that women with prior BS have an increased risk of SGA newborns in comparison to nonoperated obese pregnant women, but the relevance of this finding in the long-term follow-up still deserves further investigation.72
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